
Connecting Business Leaders to Critical Risk Insights & Expertise

Who is RANE?

Global exposures have dramatically increased in intensity and scale, 
posing serious challenges for even the most sophisticated risk management 
programs. The market for risk management information and services is also 
highly fragmented, compounding the difficulty of finding critical resources 
and limiting access to information on emerging threats. 

Membership: RANE clients receive exclusive access to curated network intelligence, community-enabled 
proprietary content (best practices, checklists, polls, interviews, etc.), and knowledge-sharing webinars and 
events to help address the evolving risk landscape and emerging threats. Our online platform also provides 
access to risk monitoring tools and our global directory of risk experts.

Network Services: We deliver a range of risk management programs and projects, including regulatory 
readiness and training, due diligence and investigations, and comprehensive offerings in cybersecurity, physical 
security, and travel safety. Our in-house subject matter experts work with our extended global network to 
deliver better outcomes for your most pressing risk issues. Together, they provide consultative support on 
preparing for these exposures in advance, in response, and in repair.

Expert Marketplace: Identifying the right expertise at the right price is challenging for any risk 
professional. RANE augments our clients’ existing resources by connecting them directly to experts and service 
providers in our extensive global network. With our knowledge of their capabilities and qualitative factors from 
our community, we help evaluate providers and find the best fit for your particular needs. We save you time and 
effort while providing transparency into how these services are priced.

Network of
Risk Experts

A global network of 
5,000+ credentialed, 
vetted risk experts and 
service providers across 
six major categories 
of risk.

We are an information and advisory services company that connects 
business leaders to critical risk insights and expertise, enabling risk and 
security professionals to more efficiently address their most pressing 
challenges and deliver better risk management outcomes. 

RANE’s Community.

How does RANE work?

What problem does RANE address?
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We tap into the collective wisdom of this community to enable better decision making for our clients.
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What roles does RANE typically support?

✓Complement and extend existing resources

✓Share key learnings between peers, across networks, and across borders

✓More effectively monitor evolving risks; filter information to separate the signal from the noise

✓Efficiently source relevant information and expertise

CSOCRO

Show me RANE in action

www.ranenetwork.com    |     info@ranenetwork.com     |     1.844.786.RANE

What are the benefits of working with RANE?

Improved situational awareness 
on emerging risk and threats so 
you can take a more proactive 
approach to risk management

Efficient access to information 
and expertise to get you to the right 
resource when needed with the 
right answer at the right price

Better risk management outcomes 
through more informed decision-
making and more effective risk 
mitigation and preparation 

RISK-MONITORING TOOLS TO IMPROVE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

 INQUIRY:  Compliance unit of global provider of commercial loans and finance solutions looking to improve  
  tracking of high risk entities around the world.

 SOLUTION:  RANE created “early warning system” to flag global adverse media and material local developments.  
  Leveraged trained risk editors on top of technology to zero in on key items and reduce duplication. 

 RESULT:  Improved ability to identify, mitigate, and manage issues in real time.

PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS TO MORE EFFICIENTLY IMPLEMENT RISK MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES

 INQUIRY:  CSO of manufacturing company interested in re-evaluating their physical security measures 
  for locations around the world.

 SOLUTION:  RANE conducted security audits across geographies, including evaluation of travel policies for   
  mobile teams, and assisted in scoping remediation plans.

 RESULT:  Ability to tap into world-class expertise to drive project execution and put a comprehensive 
  program in place to protect people and assets.

ACCESS TO EXPERT MARKETPLACE TO EFFICIENTLY RESPOND TO RISK ISSUES 

 INQUIRY:  Retail client experienced a cyber breach right before the busy holiday shopping season.

 SOLUTION:  RANE connected company to a cyber expert who consulted on immediate steps to secure their   
  network and steps to strengthen their cyber policies and procedures.

 RESULT:  Quickly found the right expertise, saving them time, money, and effort.

  

Want to learn more? Contact RANE
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